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TRACKLIST

01 Heavy Gifts
02 Cream & Gold
03 Onion Paper
04 The Kicker
05 Miniature Flag

05 Grape Skins
06 Nodding in the Dark
07 Snowshoer
08 Very Long Cloth
10 Glassy

RELEASE BIO

Acclaimed Sacramento rock outfit So Stressed expand 
upon their traditional arrangements to deliver their strongest 
and most intimate record yet.

Pale Lemon is the result of So Stressed trying their hand at Pale Lemon is the result of So Stressed trying their hand at 
crafting quiet, melodic pop songs; a big departure from their 
previous output, 2017’s Please Let Me Know. This was also 
the first time they (Kenneth Draper and Morgan Fox) had 
written as a duo rather than a trio. Rather than letting their 
work be dictated by their limited capabilities as musicians, 
they attempted to go beyond power chords and yelling and 
make songs that more closely resembled their own musical make songs that more closely resembled their own musical 
tastes. The songs on Pale Lemon expand upon their prior 
arrangements of electric guitar, synthesizers, and drums by 
including cello, violin, flute, piano, tape loops, drum ma-
chine, pedal steel guitar, melodica, kalimba and other instru-
ments. Kenneth and Morgan wrote this album quickly in an 
attempt to avoid imposing too many rules or limitations on 
the creative process. The goal was not to overthink things if 
it could be helped. The result is a record that ranges from 
bright, energetic indie pop to short acoustic jingles to long, 
peaceful drones. Lyrically, the album deals with the warmth, 
joy, and work of being in love. 
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POINTS OF INTEREST

- Limited White Colored Vinyl
- Band previously featured on NPR, AVclub & Pitchfork
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